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12.1

Moritz von Schwind, A Symphony (1852), oil on canvas, 168.8 x 100 cm.
Neue Pinakothek, Munich
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Schwind’s “Symphony”: Beethoven, Biedermeier, and the
Cruelty of Romance
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It begins with the overture to a large-scale fresco, a Symphony (Figure 12.1 and
Plate 6).
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In the next few days, I will have sent the modern drawing, have a look at it …
I have worked at it for a long time, until it has become fully and completely
perfected. The costume is not as cumbersome as is usually believed, but the
inaction of our time could drive one to despair. … The whole should be thought of
as the wall of a music room dedicated to Beethoven, … and thus is fittingly based
on a piece by Beethoven: Fantasy for Piano, Orchestra and Choir in C, the only one
orchestrated in this manner and thus recognizable in the picture, moreover written
on the music book of a female singer. Upon this foundation, the whole little story
proceeds in four economical steps, which are analogous to the four stereotypical
parts of a symphony—symphony, andante, scherzo, and allegro: rehearsal of the
musical piece in a home theater, with a cobbled-together orchestra and a similarly
assembled choir, during which a female singer who stands up for a small solo (oh
bold action!) attracts the attention of a young man—an encounter without further
approach—a small masquerade ball, at which our pair confess their feelings,
and in conclusion a moment from their honeymoon, where the delighted man
shows his wife the small castle in which they are going to live. In accordance with
the choir, which is an ode to nature’s joys, the entire composition is surrounded
by forest and air (the four winds), [while] the adjoining decorations feature the
various times of the day, the benefits of swimming and the dew of the mountains,
the pleasures of travel and the like. Ganymede as the symbol of the awakening
spring forms pretty much the center. This might sound rather dry and might in
the end be better left unsaid, but it cannot be done any other way. I would prefer
if somebody else made up a story for me based on the picture, so I could see that
the effort of engagement would not be too much for the viewer. But don’t make
yourself a picture from this description, it will look entirely different anyway.”2

Beethoven’s Choral Fantasy is not a symphony. A novella about modern
romance does not count among the proper material of history painting.
Pictorial cycles are supposed to re-narrate texts, not fabricate them. And
free associations are the realm of instrumental music, not of the discursive
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patterning at work in a chorus, especially not in one as added-on and ancillary
as the choir in Beethoven’s Choral Fantasy.3 The paradoxes do not end here. As
we read Schwind’s vivid, detailed description of his “musical drawing,” we
begin to conjure up the composition. Yet just when we have formed a concise
idea, when the demanding work of an ekphratic visualization is already done,
the painter commands us to wipe clean the slate of our imagination because
we, like words, must fail in this endeavor. Schwind’s revoked affirmation of
an analogy between word and image is not chance occurrence. It reflects the
even greater enigma that structure preceded content in a piece that seems so
utterly driven by its plot. Long before Schwind came up with his Biedermeier
love story, he had sketched out the abstract arrangement and rhythmic
organization of the pictorial fields, and he had done so via another analogy,
this time with instrumental music. What do we make of this? Or, perhaps
more aptly, how do we make sense of this?
To uncover the complexity and multifaceted meaning of Schwind’s
“modern drawing,” we need to fine-tune our ears to its nuances and
productive contradictions. Such fine-tuning is already called for when we
digest the original title, a title for once provided by the maker himself on
the occasion of the canvas’s premiere at the Munich Art Association: “Project
for the Wall Decoration of a Music Room. With Use of the Fantasy for Piano,
Orchestra, and Choir of Beethoven’s Op. 80.”4 Many were deaf to the subtlety
of this caption, like the famous music critic Eduard Hanslick. He got it wrong
on three counts when he, in 1854, wrote:
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We are indebted to the highly imaginative painter M. von Schwind for a very
attractive illustration of the Fantasia for Piano op. 80 by Beethoven. The artist
has grasped the separate movements as interrelated events involving the same
central characters and has represented them pictorially. Just as the painter extracts
scenes and figures from the tones, so does the listener classify them as feelings
and events. Both interpretations have some connections with the tones, but not a
necessary one. And scientific laws have to do only with necessary connections.5
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However, Beethoven’s Choral Fantasy is not a symphony, Schwind’s picture is
not an illustration, and finally, the project is all about “necessary connections.”
Certainly, the necessary connections in Schwind’s Symphony are not,
as Hanslick rightly noted, tonal in nature but mathematical. Thus it is
not surprising that the music critic, whose own work was about tonal
relationships as the basis for the temporal structures of musical form, would
reject Schwind’s approach. Indeed, one must note that the idea of musical
form at work here is somewhat limited, a four-part structure with contrasting
segments, and not really specifically musical. Nor is it true to the particular
format of the fantasy for piano it refers to, which flaunts a rebellious negation of
proportioned composition that, if taken seriously, would undermine precisely
the geometry the painter constructed in its name. These observations all point
to an essential element of the Symphony. Schwind did not paint Beethoven’s
piece, as Hanslick suggested, if we understand this in terms of subservient
illustration. He made use of it, as clearly stated in the picture’s caption, and
© Ashgate Publishing Ltd
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this he did selectively and freely. Schwind’s Symphony is all about form,
and herein lies its ingenious relationship to the possibilities of instrumental
music. Once envisioned as unmovable fresco, the large-scale canvas adapts,
comments upon, and ultimately makes visible what the form of such music
without words is about. But having done so, it turns around, strangely, to
fill the abstract form with narrative, thus reintroducing the kind of textuality
expelled from its assembly. Even here, Schwind insists on independence, for
his plot does not illustrate a preexisting source but only exists as pictorial
sequence. The noteworthy fusion of abstract formal invention and loquacious
genre painting creates an ironic “thrown-together mess,” to quote E.T.A.
Hoffmann’s epithet for the Romantic novel, which simultaneously asserts and
undermines conventions—academic, Romantic, and otherwise.6 As smooth
as the picture might look, a series of fissures is constitutive for its program.
In the liminal spaces thus opened up, traditional textuality, with its linear
progression, yields to a reversability of reading, or at least the possibility
of such, top to bottom and bottom to top. It is here that the cyclical form
borrowed from music generates its most unexpected and advanced effects.
Finished in 1852, the picture is quintessentially Romantic, insofar as it
pursues an ironic form of narrative and structures painting after music. Yet
it is also a rebuttal of the core ideas of the early Romanticism it thus evokes.
The Symphony rethinks structure in terms of not metaphysics, but pictorial
narration, social networks, and music as bourgeois performance. The last
aspect is key. Music in Schwind is as much structural as motivic. Because of
this double function, his composition hardly addresses the paragone of the
arts, nor is it prone to the dream of synesthesia, that obsession of Modernist
artists and art historians. Instead, the design consciously works with and as
analogy—just like Schwind himself, as the opening quote reminds us, had
intended. As such, The Symphony is a provocative intervention in the fervent
debates about the sublimity of music and the (in)capacity of the visual arts to
adapt its non-mimetic possibilities.

Absolute Painting
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In facing the question “How does spirit manifest itself?” Wassily Kandinsky
simply answered, “By sound,” which he saw as the main feature of the
universe.7 Music emerges as the model of absolute painting. This, by
reducing the traces of mimetic representation to infinitely small residues,
unleashes painting’s intrinsic powers to communicate and produce inner
feeling through the expressive means of line, color, and surface alone. This
metaphysical striving made Kandinsky a consummate heir of early Romantic
thought, which first had articulated the potential of painting to become a
presentiment of the absolute through an adaptation to music. The orientation
towards music was an act of emancipation. Painting no longer had to
represent something; henceforth, it could produce meaning as such, meaning
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now located in a universal but abstract emotion. Universal but abstract meant
that the feeling evoked no longer reflected the concrete emotion of a specific
person at a particular moment. Instead, it captured emotion as such, not the
grief felt by Agamemnon in the face of Iphigenia’s sacrifice, but grief itself.8
Bound to the human figure and a narrative told through pantomime and
mimic, traditional history painting could not fulfill this new requirement.
Thus, the call for pure, absolute painting achieved through its musicalization
prepared the ground for the rise of landscape painting from a lower genre to
the new master signifier. And pushing even beyond landscape, the Romantics
arrived at the arabesque, an ornament dismissed by Neoclassicism as mere
embellishment but now understood as meaningful cipher, as hieroglyph. An
inversion took place, as what once was marginal became the center.
Music had prefigured this reversal of the aesthetic hierarchy. While the
eighteenth century had favored vocal music for its better communication
of content, the nineteenth century witnessed the exaltation of instrumental
music as a fuller embodiment of the new ideal of pure transcendence. Even
before E.T.A. Hoffmann articulated this belief in his path-breaking piece of
music criticism, his essay “Beethoven’s Instrumental Music” of 1813, German
critics had advocated instrumental music as less material and thus purer.9
They supported this argument by drawing an analogy between instrumental
music and the pictorial arabesque.
In 1801, for example, a musical dilettante by the name of Friedrich Triest, in
daily life a preacher in Stettin, drew a direct parallel between “compositions
without music” and Raphael’s arabesques. Both were “independent games
without purpose,” Triest maintained, but as such, both had a cultivating effect.10
We hear the lessons of the Königsberg philosopher Immanuel Kant, when
Triest aligns this edifying outcome with a strictly aesthetic purposiveness.
Shortly afterwards, the composer and music publisher Hans Georg Nägeli
reiterated Triest’s idea when he compared Bach’s Keyboard Suite no. 6 in
E Minor (BWV 830) with a garland of Raphaelesque arabesques, describing
both as organized chaos.11 If the eighteenth century had condemned the
arabesque to a subordinated existence as mere decoration, the nineteenth
century celebrated its liberation from any determination external to its own
intrinsic and strictly aesthetic purposiveness. Like music, and more concretely,
like instrumental music, the arabesque now stood for absolute art.
The artist who like no other translated the era’s fascination with absolute
music into visual imagination was Philipp Otto Runge. His painting Lesson of
the Nightingale (1804–05) was to become “the same as what a fugue is in music,”
while his sought-after engraving cycle The Four Times of the Day (1805) was built
upon the compositional principle of the symphony (Figure 12.2). “Through
this I have learned to understand that such a thing happens equally in our art,”
said the painter, “namely, how much one facilitates one’s tasks if one grasps the
compositional technique that informs the whole of a composition and allows
it, varied, again and again to shine through the whole.”12 Runge’s analogy
between artistic design and symphonic composition was first and foremost
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metaphorical. It activated the equation of symphony with the harmony
between nature and universe, as well as a sense of sublimity and solemnity.13
In a letter to his beloved brother Daniel, Runge asserted the symphonic
nature of his compositions on January 30, 1803. “You’ll certainly see that I,
by wanting to make merely carefree decorations, have produced against my
will only the most sublime composition I have ever made; for all four pictures
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12.2 Philipp
Otto Runge,
The Morning,
first plate of The
Four Times of
Day (1805), first
edition, etching,
plate: 71.1 x
47.9 cm; sheet:
72.4 x 48.9 cm.
Philadelphia
Museum of Art
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belong precisely together, and I have treated them exactly like a symphony.”14
Accordingly, he attuned the cycle’s four-part structure concretely to the basic
components of his musical model. He also, although not systematically,
adapted the structure of the individual image to the corresponding musical
movement. Of the four prints, The Morning is perhaps the most concentrated
attempt at a close translation (Figure 12.2). The tempo of the allegro recurs
in the rhythmic sequence of a mathematically constructed geometry, which
builds up to a buoyant upward movement of rectangles and systematically
decreasing circles. The emptiness of the two large rectangular fields flanking
the central lily, with its abundance of genie figures, evokes a sense of lightness
and lightheartedness, also apt for an allegro’s mood. Runge did not achieve
such careful compositional correlation in all four of his prints, nor did he
try. But he successfully differentiated the respective atmospheres of The Four
Times of Day so that the cycle indeed evokes the changing tempi—and thus the
temperaments—of the symphony’s four movements.
Although Runge’s figurative outlines are a far cry from Kandinsky’s
radically abstracted color feasts, the two artists share a similar approach to
the musicalization of art. Key is the creation of an emotional analogy. This was
vital to Runge’s conception. Whether cosmic allegory or personal mythology,
each part of an image was composed in relationship to a principal musical idea,
perhaps best understood as an emotional leitmotif. The musical metaphor
functioned as the grand matrix of all other choices, from the individual colors
and their combinations, the shapes of the lines and their melody, and the
composition’s overarching structure to the iconographical motives and the
story lines they create. Ultimately, the analogy of music and painting was
only the starting point for an expanded vision whose supreme goal was the
all-moving Gesamtkunstwerk.15 There is much more to be said about Runge’s
complex work; but for the purpose of this essay, it may suffice to emphasize
the quintessentially mystic and metaphysical nature of this version of art’s
musicalization.
The twentieth century has celebrated Romanticism for its proto-modernist
qualities, and the twenty-first century has followed suit. In the search for the
origins of abstraction, a painter such as Philipp Otto Runge has been praised
as a visionary whose attack on aesthetic hierarchies would be mirrored in
E.T.A. Hoffmann’s radical valorization of Beethoven’s instrumental music as a
revelation of the infinite.16 Not for the first time, but with particular emphasis
and enthusiasm, early Romanticism had defined the essence of music as
the immeasurable, infinite, incomprehensible.17 From this perspective, John
Constable, in 1824, associated “paintings without subjects” with music.18 For
the Romantic generation, such abstraction could only be considered in terms
of stylized mimesis, ornaments, arabesques, or landscapes without staffage.
Only in the twentieth century would a Kandinsky or a Franz Marc be able
to translate what a man like Johann Wolfgang von Goethe had imagined as
“Farbenbilder”—as color pictures—into the expressive movement of (almost)
pure color fields and bold lines.19
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Breaking Boundaries
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In such modernist manifestations of Romantic principles, the setting tends
towards an articulation of radically simplified ciphers so that the imprint of a
concert, as in Kandinsky’s Impression III, is dominated by the juxtaposition of
large, unmodulated color fields—blood red, jet black, and sunshine yellow—
brought into vibration by slashes of agitated lines, some black, some white,
and some blue. The abstract movement of color is only sparsely interrupted
by remnants of reality. A series of thumb-like shapes, heads reduced to small,
roundish tops, rush in at the left. These are figures from the audience, we
assume, whom the music’s power has set into motion, not unlike a patch
of reeds at a river ruffled by a hot summer breeze or the violent blast of
an autumn wind. The effect of Kandinsky’s composition is one of virtuous
dynamism, an immediate address of our sensory apparatus and its emotional
chords.20 To that end, the structured rhythm of Runge’s symphonic plates has
yielded completely to a sweeping, vibrant crescendo.
Modernists have been fascinated by this genealogy of the Romantic
musicalization of the pictorial. Yet we might remember that Runge’s vision,
like the artist himself, was short-lived. Schwind’s adaptation of Beethoven
points to an important excursus with a very different set of rules. It testifies
to a fundamental redefinition of what musical form might mean for
painting. As reality breaks into utopia, art becomes affirmative and a form of
communication that glues together a fragmented society—at least that is the
utopian vision.
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In contrast to Runge, Schwind was a talented musician, and his letters abound
in astute reviews of musical performances. Music was a kind of staple food for
him, of which every man, as Schwind pronounced, “needs a daily mouthful.”21
Nonetheless, he had shed the metaphysical inflection of early Romanticism.
Certainly, Schwind still agreed on the necessity of creating an analogy between
music and painting. However, the nature of this analogy differed decidedly
from Runge’s nature-based mysticism. It was free of philosophical depth
or religious overtones, and instead was concerned with practical matters,
especially issues of creative autonomy and genre hierarchy. Schwind’s goal
was no longer to approximate painting to music. Music fascinated him as a
resource of reform, its object nothing less than the possibilities of pictorial
arrangement.
Scholars have for a long time emphasized the importance of formal
considerations for Schwind’s musical work. In this context, Werner Busch has
identified a fundamental ambivalence as the core of Schwind’s arabesque:
“On the one hand, it should be self-explanatory, on the other, gesture beyond
itself; it does not seem able to do either task justice.”22 Schwind knows of
the early Romantic faith in the mediating and reconciliatory power of the
arabesque, and he feels the urgent need for both. However, the painter
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does not—cannot—believe in the healing effect of this aesthetic operation
anymore. His treatment of the arabesque becomes a reflection of the painter’s
disturbed relationship to his audience, marked by the discrepancy between
subjective artistic sentiment and social reality, a disturbance that Schwind,
in quintessential Romantic fashion, equated with alienation from nature.23 A
profound sense of estrangement underwrites Schwind’s artistic experiments;
and yet, experiments they are nonetheless, not merely nostalgic reprisals
of what once was or anemic rehearsals of the status quo. A project like The
Symphony stages a rebellion against institutionalized traditions, academic
norms, and the regulations of ordered categories. This rebellion is no less
profound for being launched from a conservative position, particularly one
still steeped in Romantic Idealism with its drive toward self-realization and
self-fulfillment. Indeed, a vanguard mentality among conservative thinkers is
itself an honorable Romantic tradition.24
In his attempt to break the borders holding in the profession he practiced,
namely, the art of painting, Schwind frequently resorted to the other arts
when drawing up his arguments for the necessity of painting’s emancipation.
In this, music played a particularly significant role. In her seminal study
of music as the model of art between 1780 and 1915, Andrea Gottdang has
explored this important aspect of painting’s “musicalization” in depth, and
my account is profoundly inspired by her research.25 Above all, we share a
sense of Schwind’s ambitions at reform as an alternative path to the trajectory
from Runge to Kandinsky, one less Modernist but not less modern. Music—
and not only in its disembodied form as pure composition, but also as lived
experience and actual practice—was critical for Schwind’s propositions of
how to free himself (and thus painting) from conventions and paralyzing
restrictions, and The Symphony exemplifies this work of redefinition in a
paradigmatic manner.
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The Value of Autonomy
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Like the early Romantics or later Hegel, Schwind ranked painting below
music; yet unlike theirs, his reasons were not aesthetic.26 The painter believed
fully and firmly in the equality of the arts. Painting was not inferior because of
the medium’s specific capacities. Responsible for the disadvantages suffered
by the art of painting was rather the unwillingness of the public and patrons
to grant the painter those freedoms that the composer had enjoyed for
centuries. Schwind liked to point to an anecdote about Frederick the Great,
the famous Prussian king, and his court musician, Carl Heinrich Graun,
who allegedly countered the meddling of his royal patron by exclaiming,
“Hold on, Your Grace, in my score, I am king!” This was how it had to be
for Schwind. “Aut rex aut nihil. I cannot think one way today and tomorrow
another upon command.”27 In contrast, patrons kept meddling in the visual
arts, very much to painting’s detriment. The other deadly force was the
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Form First
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academy. Passionately, Schwind denounced
this time-honored institution for limiting
painting to a pitifully small array of genres
and forms. What a discrepancy to music with
its plenitude of types! Not coincidentally,
Schwind turned to Beethoven as the ultimate
embodiment of the creative lawbreaker.
Making use of Beethoven in this way was a
declaration of seizing liberty in invention.
Not surprisingly, autonomy was an integral
part of the Symphony project, and its design
indeed preceded its commission.28
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Content came last. This simple but alluring
fact illumines the radical nature of Schwind’s
approach. Long before Schwind’s romance
had been set to the Fantasie für Clavier, Orchester
und Chor von Beethoven op. 80, the project’s
symphonic structure had been worked out
(Figure 12.3). The caption, Symphony no. 3,
points to Beethoven’s Eroica as Schwind’s
initial inspiration.29 The specificity of the plot
is clearly secondary to the design process.
The symphony begins with Aurora as the
first movement, followed by the myth of Hero and Leander as the adagio
and a tondo with the Pleiades as the last movement, which leaves the Scherzo
unnamed and, summarily called “a merry frieze,” available as a vague
placeholder. In contrast, the composition is already laid out with exacting
precision. The ease with which Schwind then conferred this structure onto
a new content—his self-invented romance—asserts the implicit dominance
of form over content. The design of the Eroica prefigures almost exactly The
Symphony’s final format. Only subtle refinements are registered, as in the
adagio, where Schwind reduced the side panels of the original layout to a
more self-contained square, and a simplification of the final movement, where
the visually more agitated combination of tondo and spandrels yields to the
more expansive and calmer purity of an uninterrupted semicircle. The effect
is dramatic. In contrast to Kandinsky’s concert impression, The Symphony does
not initiate abandonment to a subjective musical sentiment. Instead, first and
foremost, it provides the structure.
Schwind conceived of the pictorial form of his musical structure in a twofold
manner, making it both internal and work-specific and outward and receptionoriented, a means to effect perception. Accordingly, the composition’s upward
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12.3 Moritz
von Schwind,
Symphony no.
3, pencil on
paper, 33 x 20.3
cm. Staatliche
Graphische
Sammlung,
Munich
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tectonic movement firmly configures the work itself (its format, content, and
sequential logic), simultaneously steering its reception and thus the experience
of the audience. Form turns out to be the work’s essence, the ground of its
production, of its production of meaning, and of the audience’s formation of
an associative relationship with it. The true subject of Schwind’s Project for the
Wall Decoration of a Music Room is instrumental music’s formal law.
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The Laws of Form
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Despite the triumphal procession of instrumental music in the early
nineteenth century, it had met originally with suspicion and bewilderment,
being dismissed as inarticulate and insubstantial. For a man like Immanuel
Kant, the association with the arabesque was a negative one, because he saw
both as devoid of meaning.30 Only the productions of Mozart and Beethoven
would silence the doubts about the capacity of instrumental music to unite
and reign over variety. Once the artistic nature of instrumental composition
was accepted, its proponents, including Christian Gottfried Körner in 1795,
advocated its power to subsume the most manifold expressions under a
general law of form and thus to represent a musical character.31 It is this formal
law that fascinated Schwind. “Weary of the arbitrariness and formlessness
that has caught on in the practice of the arabesque, yet on the other hand
convinced of the necessity of compositions assembled from multiple pictures,
I have seized on something that music has developed to the utmost degree,
the four-part form of which the Quartet, Sonata, or Symphony consists.”32
If early Romanticism nourished the desire to express the immeasurable,
infinite, incomprehensible, indeterminate of music in pictorial notation,
Schwind’s Symphony follows an altogether different ambition. It seeks, rather,
to translate into pictorial structure the determinacy of music, the clarity and
descriptiveness of a wordless score—in short, to make visible the invisible
essence of the tonal artwork. The picture aims, as Wilhelm Seidel has so aptly
observed, “to represent the different characteristics of the events it develops,
and thereby to reproduce the context that unites them.”33 Schwind undertakes
the task to reconstruct, to replicate, in a certain sense even to build to scale the
very principle of symphonic order.
Accordingly, as in instrumental music, the word—or, more precisely, the
text—no longer determines the format, form, or meaning of the pictorial
invention. It occupies a subservient function, elicited as a medium and means
to arouse the emotional effect of the specific segments as predetermined by
the design. In this sense, The Symphony is highly abstract. In this abstraction,
it must be seen as an immediate reaction (as well as a contribution) to the
era’s overarching contestation of the academic hierarchy of genres and, in
particular, the parameters of traditional history painting. Schwind pursued
this challenge by working through seriality. With his musical inclination,
he could find inspiration for this strategy in the Romantic rethinking of the
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symphony’s sonata form. In the age of Mozart and Haydn, the symphony was
not yet a genre whose hallmark was the crossing over of themes among the
different movements. It was the revered idol of Schwind’s piece, Beethoven,
who began experimenting with that more cyclic form, which reached its
apotheosis in Brahms. Schwind certainly participated in these innovations.34
His recourse to a four-part structure—prefigured in instrumental genres such
as string quartet, sonata, or symphony—opened up a model he found suitable
to the set of problems that moved and motivated him most deeply, the formal
problems of cyclic painting.
The abstract foundation of Schwind’s modern musical drawing can be best
understood against the shift in music appreciation signaled by Hanslick’s 1854
manifesto Das Musikalisch-Schöne. This seminal, and in its time sensational,
publication mapped out an important shift from the listening subject, the
emotions and ideas stirred up in her, to the artificial object itself, its form and
movement, and it was this shift that Schwind also performed in the visual arts.
It is thus not without irony that Hanslick was blind to the pictorial revolution
in Schwind’s symphonic project, so sympathetic to his own aesthetic.
The abstract foundation of Schwind’s modern musical drawing also alerts
us to the complex relationship of the work to the musical piece it makes
reference to, Beethoven’s Choral Fantasy. Schwind was well aware of the fact
that Beethoven’s piano piece is not a symphony. Indeed, he counted on the
astonishment of his audience when it noticed that Beethoven’s composition
was not divided in four parts at all but flowed in one breath.35 Indeed, this
tension between musical structure and musical reference in The Symphony was
not random, but rather a potent, highly conscious, and inherently significant
strategy. Around the same time that Schwind finished the oil version of his
music chamber project, he also contemplated a picture dedicated to Mozart’s
opera, The Magic Flute.36 Once again, neither the format nor the plot of the
chosen source regulates the pictorial design. Instead, the logic of the opera
is inscribed into the corset of a symphonic layout. The work’s form and its
source thus enter into a productive dialogue, as the design’s format reshapes
the experience of the opera as pictorial production.

The Four Movements of Schwind’s Symphony
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To translate symphonic composition into a new form of narrative painting,
Schwind recreated its basic structure in three interrelated steps: first, through the
four-part structure of the entire picture; second, through the variety of rhythms
in each section; and finally, through the changes in the mood that permeates each
individual episode, as the succession of fields weaves together a happy-ending
romance between a young singer and a rural aristocrat. In the letter to Franz von
Schober quoted at the opening of this essay, Schwind himself established the
analogy between the four parts of his story and “the four stereotypical parts of
a symphony—symphony, andante, scherzo, and allegro [sic].”
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12.4 Moritz
von Schwind,
Performance of
Beethoven’s Choral
Fantasy, detail
from A Symphony
(1852), oil on
canvas, 168.8 x
100 cm. Neue
Pinakothek,
Munich
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12.5 Moritz
von Schwind,
Encounter without
Further Approach,
detail from
A Symphony
(1852), oil on
canvas, 168.8 x
100 cm. Neue
Pinakothek,
Munich
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Indeed, the static nature of the initial scene, its symmetric composition
and expansive format, fulfill the function of a symphony’s first movement
to create a stable beginning, fairly fast but weighty in content and feeling
(Figure 12.4).37 The juxtaposition of the divided choir with the rise of the
orchestra as its counterpoint roughly mirrors the diagrammatic form of the
sonata, with the contrast between the arrested singer in the blue dress—the
picture’s heroine—and her yellow-clad pianist counterpart as the visual and
iconographical incarnation of a sonata’s basic premise, namely, the contrast
and drama between two or more themes and tonalities. The movement to and
of the next episode, “encounter without further approach,” reflects the slow
and solemn character of an andante (Figure 12.5). The transition from the
substantial horizontal rectangle of the first scene to the much smaller, almost
square format of the second visualizes the transition from the opening allegro
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to the andante of a symphony’s second movement. The content supports
the andante’s more quiet nature, for Schwind shows, in his own words, “an
encounter without further approach.” Rapidly, this movement leads to the
merry and lively scherzo of a ball scene (Figure 12.6). An elegant sequence of
three vignettes, the low rectangular partition adapts the symmetrical shape
of an ABA-form characteristic for this symphonic movement: two scenes
of a masquerade ball enfolding the lovers’ tender embrace. The finale then
stretches again across the painting’s entire width, as is appropriate for the
pendant of the first movement (Figure 12.7). The happy ending also satisfies
the demands of a symphony’s fourth part to be cheerful, gay, and content, and
the semicircular closure even recalls the shape of the rondo.
Many of Schwind’s contemporaries accepted the painter’s proposition. In
a review of 1866, Michael Teichlein praised the “felicitous choice of formats,”
a praise followed by a congenial interpretation, which provides a succinct
summary of my own extrapolation. The first movement is expanded and
elevated; Teichlein stated, “the finale resembles the first movement in solemn
breadth,” while in between, “the scherzo of a masquerade ball rustles as an
elongated compressed rectangle, with the melodic trio, as an explanation, at
its center.”38
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12.7 Moritz
von Schwind,
Honeymoon,
detail from A
Symphony (1852),
oil on canvas,
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The Particular, the Universal, and the Arabesque
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Schwind called the result of his compositional efforts a “musical novella,”
and his terminology seems an apposite choice. After all, “novella” fittingly
denotes the picture’s narrative mode, whose emphatically contemporary
setting and exceedingly private content align with genre painting. It also
evokes the utterly concrete nature of what is represented, the story’s highly
individualized nature, which Schwind assured not least through the inclusion
of numerous portraits among the members of the orchestra and choir. Some
of them are obscure today, but the prominently placed likeness of his close
friend Franz Schubert might still be immediately recognizable even to today’s
viewer. His contemporaries would certainly have identified the singer with
little effort as Karoline Hetzenecker, a famous performer who, at the time of
the painting’s execution, was adored as Munich’s nightingale.39 The emphasis
on portraiture and the realism of the depiction reflects the specificity and
autobiographical element of the design. But Schwind would not have been
a Romantic, which he was, after all, had he not wanted to generalize the
particular. He assigned this task to the arabesques, which, as a running
commentary, frames the specific story with universal meaning.
As with Runge’s Times of the Day, Schwind’s marginal drawings evoke a
syncretic religious sphere, uniting Christianity and antiquity in the statues of
Saint Cecilia and Venus while linking human life to nature’s rhythm, the times
of the day, and the ages of men. The bounded figures of Amor and Psyche
symbolize love as fettered by the rules of polite society, while the figure of
Ganymede, abducted by Jupiter, denotes the moment of deliverance by an
Awakening Spring. We might recall Schwind’s own description for a detailed
summary of the border’s content. “In accordance with the choir, which is an
ode to nature’s joys, the entire composition is surrounded by forest and air (the
four winds), [while] the adjoining decorations feature the various times of the
day, the benefits of swimming and the dew of the mountains, the pleasures of
travel and the like. Ganymede as the symbol of the awakening spring forms
pretty much the center.”
However, more important than the similarities between Runge’s and
Schwind’s visions are their differences. The cosmic has yielded to the
affirmative, as the arabesque no longer signals an infinite relation between all
elements; nor does it perform a parergonal inversion of frame and tableau in
terms of hierarchy and meaning production. Indeed, the arabesque returns,
as Werner Busch has shown, to “a mere ornamental form.”40 Neither the
ornamental arrangement of the borders nor the design’s exacting form grant
the arabesque the structural power it held in early Romantic writing or, for
that matter, in Runge’s print cycle. Schwind’s description clearly indicates
this loss when he identifies a text—the chorus’s “ode to nature’s joys”—as the
arabesque’s ground of origins. If the design frees itself from history painting’s
reliance on a poetic source, the subordination to an illustrative function returns
in the decorative embellishment. The taming of Romanticism in Biedermeier
culture becomes manifest in the taming of the arabesque.41
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The contained quality of Schwind’s decorative framework reflects the
insurmountable distance between a prosaic present and the Romantic
homesickness for a union with nature. Schwind still charges nature with
redemptive powers; love’s blossoming is accompanied and reflected by the
vitality of an intricate thicket, one enlivened by the sounds of flora and fauna,
in particular the melodic chime of bird song. The forest scene highlights the
central place that nature holds in the adagio, where it forms the locus amoenus
of the lovers’ encounter, albeit an encounter, as Schwind had characterized
it, “without further approach.” Nature and music are still one. However,
this oneness does not transcend mere metaphor. In its strictly ornamental
subordination, the forested borders no longer grant us self-assertion through
a fusion with the universe. They withhold the promise of the nature mysticism
that enlivens Runge’s Four Times of the Day. The utopian hope for a new golden
age has given way to a pragmatic integration of music-making into daily life.
Identity formation is still at the core of this Biedermeier musicalization of
painting, yet now in terms of social being and citizen, not of some essential
mystical core.
To understand the psychological depth and political resonances of this
particular aspect, we must be reminded that choral singing was not simply a
private amusement. Seen as edifying, participatory, and a source of collective
agency, communal singing was closely associated with the forging of
national identity and, thus, with the generation, in the act of unified artistic
performance, of the identity of a country united only by culture.42 Schwind’s
portrayal emphasizes this element of community formation as part and
parcel of the individual’s self-realization, and he does so not least through
the insistently amateur make-up of the concert rehearsal, “a cobbled-together
orchestra and a similarly assembled choir.” While the individual ultimately
triumphs over the group experience—in Beethoven’s op. 80 and Schwind’s
Symphony alike—the body politics of chorus and choir nonetheless resonate
through the entire composition. Seeking autonomy, the painter explores the
public importance of the private sphere, and, in doing so, he seeks to rescue
the possibility of higher meaning within a bourgeois-aristocratic setting. The
prosaic has escaped the Romantic operation by which poets like Novalis had
hoped to poeticize contemporary society, if not modernity itself. The result is
the embourgeoisement of the arabesque.
In defense of Schwind, one may point to the innovative side of his
Biedermeier Gesamtkunstwerk. While Runge’s analogies remain structural
plays of philosophical import, Schwind’s picture aligns a realistic event to
a particular piece of music. This particularity was important, and Schwind
had specifically chosen Beethoven’s Choral Fantasy because he believed
that its unusual orchestration would make it immediately recognizable to
the audience. Painting and music are equals, precisely because they exist
separately and only come together, as loving companions, in their mediumspecific reality.
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The Arabesque’s Unexpected Return (Rethinking the Choir)
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Yet nothing is ever as simple as it looks in Romantic art, not even in its tamed
version. In the return to ornamental containment, the arabesque contaminated
the center from which it was once again expelled. After successfully wrestling
the organizational potential from the arabesque so as to charge the core
design with its power instead, Schwind reintroduced an arabesque moment
right at the composition’s very foundation. The Symphony’s first movement is
an arabesque.
A subversive inversion takes place as the poem sung by the choir not only
delivers the text on which the arabesque border decorations are modeled,
but actually indicates its own arabesque nature. Indeed, in both Schwind’s
picture and Beethoven’s composition, the chorus of spirits is an anomaly, a
performance with no self-generated thematic material or agency.
Once again, the title indicates a rupture of norms and the productive
incoherence it creates. The first edition of Beethoven’s composition, from
1811, advertises the piece as “Fantasie für Klavier mit Begleitung des ganzen
Orchesters und Chor.” The English translation does not capture the provocative
element hidden within this phrasing; “Fantasy for piano with accompaniment
of the entire orchestra and chorus” does not reflect the exclusion of the chorus
from the genitive phrase. The chorus is not part of the fantasy, nor is it part of
the accompaniment.43 “The chorus is quite literally tacked on,” Ryan Minor
observes, “neither included in the fantasia nor its accompaniment.”44 The
spiritual journey evoked by the choir in the composition’s final moments,
hat ein Geist sich aufgeschwungen
hallt ihm stets ein Geisterchor.

(once a spirit has soared aloft
a chorus of spirits always resounds for him.)
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receives an uncanny affirmation in the ghostly quality of the piece’s
“magnificent finale,” as Beethoven called it. The Geisterchor emerges as a kind
of apparition, intangible and elusive in its shifting appearance, and as such, a
manifesto on the two meanings of the German word Geist (as in Geisterchor),
an ensemble of ghosts as much as of spirits. The sheer vocal presence of
Beethoven’s chorus, whose quality is, as Minor highlights, one of re-sounding
rather than sounding, “introduces an emptiness behind the chorus’s music,
as if the choral voices were themselves a purely sonic apparition, a visitor
from somewhere else. If the vocal soloists occupy a more liminal space of
multiplied human agency—it is they, in Beethoven’s setting, who refer to
the ‘music of our lives’—the chorus sings solely from a position external to
those lives, and indeed to the rest of the work.”45 In early Romantic arabesque
theory, most powerfully embodied in the writings of Friedrich Schlegel, this
external quality qualifies Beethoven’s “chorus of the spirits” as arabesque. In
turn, the use of the chorus as the foundation of symphonic stability infuses a
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subversive quality to the entire notion and law of form so carefully set up as
the work’s abstract logic.
The arabesque beginning of a highly ordered structure gestures towards
a back and forth, towards the systematic stability and poetic fluctuation at
the core of Schwind’s creative work. The Symphony lives off a productive
undermining of any strict border between periphery and center, chaos and
order, multitude and isolation, and, ultimately, universality and particularity.
The artist’s neat explanation hides this complexity, which, however, came to
the fore in his contemporaries’ difficulties to read the picture without further
promptings. Schwind had anticipated this difficulty. To Franz von Schober he
confessed that the reading of the Symphony might demand some effort on the
part of the viewer.46 The challenge to established modes of communication
was not without its price. The power of the symphonic structure was its
capacity to subsume the most manifold expressions under a general law
of form and thus to represent a musical character. Yet the audience had to
undergo a learning process before it could tap into this power. This was true
for instrumental music as much as for Schwind’s cyclic painting.

Epilogue
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In typical Biedermeier fashion, Schwind’s solution is simultaneously backward
and forward-looking. On the one hand, the narrative structure of the romance
between a famous (female) singer and an affluent (land-owning) suitor
challenges the early Romantic utopia of music’s transcendental power. As
social practice, the performance of Beethoven indeed emerges as the vehicle
for the demise of creativity, as the fulfillment of love in marriage terminates
the career, and thus the musical presence, of the story’s heroine. Romance is
deadening, and this cruel irony translates into a victory of realistic narration
over the liberating logic of the abstract arabesque.
One could now interpret this victory and the return to ornamental
containment as the not-yet moment (in the story of the emergence of
abstraction) where the returns to narrative, and this particular one of love and
marriage, frustrate the earlier Romantic aspirations to absolute music as a
means to “liberate” art from bourgeois realism.47 For this reading to hold true,
however, one must subscribe to a certain set of values firmly inscribed, like
the apotheosis of abstraction over figuration and (bourgeois) realism, in the
teleology of modernism. Yet the belief in a sequence of avant-garde idioms,
which, in ever increasing rapidity, create a spiral of new yet soon-to-be
obsolete styles, does not account for the complexity of modernity marked by
the simultaneity of the non-simultaneous; nor does it consider the possibility
or shape of emancipatory spaces carved out within, or even through,
conservative positions. Acknowledging the existence of a conservative avantgarde or the creative potential even of rearguard movements does not imply
that one subscribes to their ideology. It does mean, however, that one makes
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allowances for the necessity to explore what it might mean to be modern
beyond a modernist or a politically progressive framework.48 This, in turn,
requires the scholar to steer free of either the Scylla of (self-)identification of
author with her subject or the Charybdis of anachronistic judgments in taste.
Schwind and his oeuvre certainly show that things are rarely as clearcut as
they seem.
The Symphony intones the deadening power of romance and the victory
of realistic narration over the liberating logic of the abstract arabesque with
notable smoothness and deceptive light-heartedness. Yet while Schwind was
the scribe of this modern truth, he nonetheless resented it. When the real
Karoline Hetzenecker took leave of the stage in 1849 to retire into married life,
the artist poured his regret into a series of allegories that in one way or another
lamented the audience’s loss. In a critical recasting of the antique tradition,
Schwind transforms Hymen, the god of marriage ceremonies, into a warden
who leads the handcuffed singer away from her public.49 And while the cage
that awaits her might be gilded, it is certainly one of enforced, not golden,
silence. The possibility of a reversed reading, which, explored in the coda
of this essay, opens up an exit from privacy and married togetherness into
group activity and semi-public performance and thus celebrates separation as
a path to freedom, might be an effect of Schwind’s discontent, albeit probably
an unconscious one. It certainly encourages an unexpected return of the
arabesque’s subversive power.
If Schwind resented the gender politics of his story, he also took an
unconventional stance towards the textual nature of his work. First, the
Symphony, like much of Schwind’s other work, is an innovative attack on
the traditional hierarchy of genres. Symphonic composition, infused with
the unruliness of Beethoven’s Choral Fantasy, becomes the matrix for a
provocatively unconventional fusion of genre, history painting, and ornament.
The result is a “musical novella” whose storyline stands for itself. This brings
me to my second point, Schwind’s desire to substitute picture for word. This
desire had been constitutive for German Romanticism, but mainly in the area
of book illustration. John Flaxman’s outlines after Homer, Aeschylus, and
Dante, much more successful in Germany than in his native England, had
blazed a trail followed by numerous German printmakers and illustrators
around 1800.50 Inspired by these precedents, Runge plotted “to write a novel
or another kind of story purely in pictures.”51 The young artist, interrupted by
a premature death, never got around to putting his idea into action. However,
his remark points to a crucial feature of the outline format, its capacity to
create dense sequences suited to providing a comprehensible account of
a narrative by themselves. Schwind took up the challenge to translate this
seriality from the small scale of the printed page to the monumentality of
painting (and even wall decoration). As a result, his multi-panel canvases are
much closer to the narrative strategies of the comic strip than to the textual
format of traditional fresco, an interesting crossover that is particularly
powerful in a work like his Cinderella (Figure 12.8). Accordingly, his Symphony
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does not illustrate a preexisting text; it rather invents a self-sufficient narrative
in need of no further explanations.
Textuality remains the backbone of history painting, but history now
encompasses genre and the narrative techniques of book illustration. As such,
it undermines those proper limits separating painting and poetry drawn
by recent aestheticians, most famously in the fervent Laocoön of Gotthold
Ephraim Lessing.52 Unexpectedly, Schwind transforms nostalgia into an
emancipatory force. And this act of liberation—a liberation from academic
norms and the straightjacket of modern aesthetics—had a notable effect on the
critical reception of the artist’s work. His contemporaries accepted Schwind’s
symphonic scheme not only for those pictures immediately inspired by music.
Without any prompting, they willingly applied it to other works as well
(Figure 12.8). Accordingly, Moritz Carrière also interpreted Schwind’s daring
elevation of fairy tale to history painting in musical terms. The four large
panels of Cinderella, the critic maintained, are just “like the four movements
of a symphony … the first is the powerful euphonic entrance. … Now follows
like a glorious allegro the ball scene shimmering with lights; the moonlight in
the garden reminds us of the Adagio, … and at the discovery of Cinderella the
long trumpets belt out a resounding finale.”53
With an abstract formalism at its core, Schwind’s particular musicalization
of painting thus constructed a new kind of pictorial narration that emancipated
art from its traditional relationship to poetry. More importantly, it prefigured
an emphatically structural approach to the effect of images and the production
of meaning that, in no lesser terms than Runge’s, articulates principles only
brought to fruition in abstract and non-objective art.
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Coda: A Final Subversion
Obsessed with the laws of form, Moritz von Schwind underestimated the
arabesque’s resilience to complete domestication and its constant potential for
inversion. Or perhaps, as suggested earlier on, the Romantic nature of his art
and thinking became manifest precisely in this clandestine but potent return
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12.8 Moritz
von Schwind,
The Fairytale of
Cinderella (1854),
oil on canvas,
panel, 152 x
480 cm. Neue
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of arabesque subversion. So far, our reading of The Symphony has followed arthistorical convention. It has begun at the bottom of the page, at the arabesque’s
root, just like Schwind, whose explanation, quoted at the beginning of this
essay, explicates this technique. However, the image itself does not configure
a reading from the bottom up as either inevitable or absolutely necessary. The
alternative is possible as well. Without the fetters of preconceived norms, the
viewer might as well begin at the top, thus reading the story in the opposite
direction.54 From this perspective, the married couple does not leave society.
Instead, the pair reintegrates, step by step, into communal life, with the ball
as the first move, followed by a restful walk, and, as the magnificent finale,
the performance of the Beethoven concert. In this version of the story, the
last scene suggests an increased separation between the couple, which
opens up exclusive togetherness to the broader circle of friends and family.
Most importantly, this storyline restores the heroine’s musical agency, even
suggesting that distance, if not separation, from a partner is necessary for
creative freedom (in general) and female emancipation (in particular). One
might note here that Schwind himself never married.
The notion of thematic inversion comes to mind, as in a fugue, with
Schwind’s arabesque rewriting itself in an overturning of its own fate. As
the narrative flow reverses its direction, the isolation of the individual (or,
as in this case, the heroic couple) yields toward a collective activity, the
communal music-making. Agency and autonomy return, but now no longer
as the nostalgic lament of a lonely character, the hero. They are the fruit of
participatory practice and communal achievement.55 In this version, a very
different vision of the Geisterchor arises: the apparition of an age of art and
liberation.
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Notes

I am grateful to Emma Dillon, whose sharp ear has helped me to fine-tune my discussions of the
essay’s musical parts; to Ryan Minor for sharing his unpublished manuscript; and to Adam Eaker
for his keen proofreading of my translations. Last but not least, I want to thank Jim Rubin for
encouraging me to delve into the world of music in pictures, and to Olivia Mattis for her work as
the co-editor of this essay collection.
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